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introduction
Gimlet is a web-based tool for recording 
statistics and information about encounters at 
the Information Desk.  It helps keep track of 
the number and kinds of questions you are 
answering, and create reports that help you 
analyze the data.   A monthly fee of $10 per 
Gimlet site includes unlimited staff user 
accounts and a searchable knowledge base of 
all your data.

The Gimlet form contains six pre-set 
categories requiring a multiple choice 
answer:  duration, type of question, status of 
the questioner, format, location, and difficulty.  
There is a free text Question and Answer box, 
along with the option to “tag” questions and a 
place for the service providerʼs initials.  Time 
and date is automatically stamped for each 
question.

design
•  A total of 12,408 questions was included: all 

Gimlet data logged by all Information Desk 
workers in the Fall semester of 2009 (August –
December 2009) and the Spring semester of 2010 
(January–May  2010).

•  Automatic reports were generated to get overall 
totals and specified cross-tabs; all data was 
dumped into an Excel file for further analysis.  

•  All questions were sorted by day and time in 
Excel for each semester, and the totals for each 
hour were recorded on a chart. 

•  All directional and technical questions were 
converted into text files and fed into the Simple 
Concordance Program to create word lists sorted 
by frequency.  A “stoplist” was applied.  All 
remaining, meaningful words were categorized.  
Content analysis was achieved by looking at all 
directional and technical categories and the 
specific word counts within each one for context.

results

results

conclusions
•  The data mining led to several advancements in 

staffing and service. 

•  Directional question data improved signage and 
provided evidence to acquire “asked for” items 
such as a color printer. 

•  Time of day and day of the week data gave us 
optimal staffing patterns for the Desk, and 
resulted in partial evidence used to go from 24/7 
to 24/5.  

•  Technical question data presented to IT Dept. 
highlighted problem areas and led to improved 
staff/student worker technology training.  

•  Questions searched by initials helped evaluate 
student worker knowledge.  Tags sorted by 
frequency helped us begin building FAQ 
knowledge base for the public.
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